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ABSTRACT

Yelin, Boris. M.A., Purdue University, May 2014. The case of capaz in Argentina: an
epistemic adverb with mood variability. Major Professor: Lori Czerwionka.

This thesis examines mood selection in Argentine Spanish with epistemic adverbs
considering the independent variables of certainty, temporal reference, and epistemic
adverb. It is the first known study to investigate mood selection with the epistemic adverb
capaz. A sentence completion task included 24 written contexts, each followed by a
sentence with an epistemic adverbial to be completed with a verb, either in the indicative
or subjunctive. The contexts contained information that made participants Certain (N =
12) or Not Certain (N = 12). Within the Certain and Not Certain contexts, four contexts
expressed events in the future, four in the present, and four in the past. The level of
certainty in the future, present, and past contexts was verified through a norming
procedure. Finally, two epistemic adverbials, capaz and quizás, were tested in each
context. All 117 participants completed a sentence in each context, half with capaz and
half with quizás, without repetition of contexts. Results from a mixed model, examining
the main effects, supported prior studies of mood in clauses with epistemic adverbs by
indicating that temporal reference had a significant effect on mood selection. Mood was
used distinctly in contexts with future, present, and past temporal reference, with the most
subjunctive selected in future contexts (62%), less subjunctive selected in present
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contexts (42%), and the least subjunctive selected in past contexts (18%). Results also
indicated that certainty did not have a significant effect suggesting that the cognition of
mood selection with epistemic adverbs does not take into account certainty. There was no
difference found between the sentences with capaz and quizás, indicating that the two
lexical items exhibit comparable mood selection.

1

CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

Epistemic modality has long been the subject of intense research due to how it
explains the interaction between a person’s mind, a person’s words, and the state of the
world. In Spanish, modality, expressed through mood, is just as earnestly researched in
an attempt to explain indicative and subjunctive mood variation. As Portner (2009)
explains “the subjunctive may be triggered in a wide range of contexts, and one of the
main empirical challenges is to describe the range of triggers for each language and to
understand the patterns of variation in the types of triggers relevant to different
languages” (p. 258).
Spanish mood variation is especially noted in epistemic adverbial structures, such
as those with quizá(s) ‘maybe’. Though many variationist studies have investigated
various epistemic adverbs, such as quizá(s) ‘maybe’, tal vez ‘maybe’, posiblemente
‘possibly’, and probablemente ‘probably’, finding varying rates of mood selection
depending on the adverb (Renaldi, 1977; DeMello, 1995; Finanger, 2011; García, 2011),
they have never included capaz, an epistemic adverb found in Argentina with unique
features. Though traditionally an adjective meaning ‘capable’, capaz is increasingly
found in Argentine Spanish as an epistemic adverb (Gunderson, 2003; Di Tullio, 2007;
Izquierdo, 2009; Pérez-Martín, 1999; Moreno Fernández, 2010; Butt & Benjamin, 2011).
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The motivation for the current study was to explore mood selection
(subjunctive/indicative) with capaz, which is not uniformly described in prior research.
Therefore, it is necessary to investigate capaz patterns with respect to modality
because different epistemic adverbs reflect different patterns of mood selection. Since
epistemic adverbs, such as capaz, have been said to vacillate with respect to ‘certainty’ or
lack thereof, this study also investigates whether the idea of 'certainty’ has an effect.
Moreover, temporal reference has been found to be a factor that influences mood
selection with epistemic adverbs (Woehr, 1972; Renaldi, 1977; DeMello, 1995; King et
al., 2008), so this study will also analyze this factor. Lastly, a few studies, e.g. Houle &
Martínez Gómez (2011), have attempted to go beyond statistical measuring of mood
selection to explain what effect the epistemic adverb as a lexeme has on mood selection.
Capaz may have a specific effect not exhibited by other similar epistemic adverbs like
quizás, and thus their mood selection trends should be compared to each other. This study
is especially necessary since the role of epistemic adverbs has been treated less than
optative, dubitative, and factive-emotive predicates, even though epistemic adverbs are
commonly used in native speech and taught to learners of Spanish.
To aid the reader, the words in Table 1 are epistemic adverbs to which the study
will refer often. They are glossed here in order for the reader to be familiar with their
meanings. Capaz and quizá(s) will not always be glossed in the remainder of this thesis
since they are the target forms of this study. Also, in glosses, verbs in the indicative will
be indicated by an (I) while verbs in the subjunctive will be indicated by an (S).
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Table 1
List of epistemic adverbs
capaz - 'maybe/perhaps'
quizá(s) - 'maybe/perhaps'
posiblemente - 'possibly'
probablemente - 'probably'
tal vez - 'maybe/perhaps'
a lo mejor - 'maybe/perhaps
The overarching goal of this study is to explore the interaction between capaz and
mood. There are three principal research questions. What effect does certainty have on
mood selection in epistemic adverbial phrases? What effect does temporal reference
have on mood selection in epistemic adverbial phrases? How does the mood selection
pattern for capaz compare to the pattern of the commonly listed synonymous epistemic
adverb quizás? These questions were investigated by examining the variables of interest
through a sentence completion questionnaire. The results will help expand our
understanding of the meaning of capaz and mood selection in Spanish.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

In order to analyze epistemic adverbs, one must first begin with theories of
modality. Then, one can focus on mood, which is the expression of modality. Issues of
mood arise in epistemic phrases of which epistemic adverbs are a subset. And only when
one analyzes prior data on common epistemic adverbs can one compare this data to
capaz. These are precisely the steps that the current chapter will take in order to clarify
the goals of the current study.

2.1 Modality
Modality “involves quantification over a set of worlds” (Quer, 1998, p. 25).
Thus, modality allows people to expand their language beyond present, declarative
knowledge. Even so, Nuyts (2006) claims that defining modality is quite problematic and
that there is no universal consensus as to what modality entails. However, he proposes
that modality refers to a "semantic subfield of the wider domain of TAM [tense-aspectmodality] categories or qualifications, one which is complementary to semantic domains
such as tense/time and aspect" (p. 1). Thus, Nuyts (2006) views modality as a notion that
encompasses many categories.
Nuyts (2006) lists the three traditionally accepted categories of modality as
dynamic, deontic, and epistemic. The first of these, dynamic modality, covers ideas of
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capability and necessity, e.g. She can dance like a ballerina or She must perform in the
next play. Deontic modality includes permission and obligation (Nuyts, 2006; Kratzer,
1978; Palmer, 1986); it “codifies the speaker’s attitude to the actualization of the
situation, and expresses such notions as command, prediction, futurity, request,
permission or wish” (Ojea, 2005, p. 55). Nuyts (2006) mentions that some researchers
believe that deontic modality involves grading in which, instead of discrete values, the
speaker may order favorable outcomes on a scale. To see a few examples: I order you to
stop! or They should not go to that restaurant.
The third traditional category, epistemic modality, is the one that concerns this
study. Epistemic modality expresses the likelihood of an event occurring (Nuyts, 2006),
and it “relates to the commitment of the speaker to the truth value of the proposition and
comprises the notions of possibility and necessity” (Ojea, 2005, p. 55). Some researchers
believe that epistemic modality is scalar, and that it does not have finite points of
‘unlikely’ and ‘likely,’ but this is not universally accepted1 An example of epistemic
modality would be, It may rain today, indicating that the speaker is not fully committed
to predicting the rain.
One must note that not all researchers analyze modality the same way. Nordstrom
(2013) cites Palmer (2001) who proposed that "modality can be divided into two
domains" (p. 16). The first is "propositional modality, which stands for the speaker's
attitude to the truth-value or factual status of the proposition and is denoted by epistemicevidential morphemes in the modal system and the indicative-subjunctive and realisirrealis in the modal system" (Nordstrom, 2013, p. 16). The second is "event modality,
1

See Kratzer (1991) for a formal semantic refutation
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which specifies conditions on the agent with respect to the main event, and which is
expressed by deontic-dynamic morphemes in the modal system, but which can also be
expressed by the subjunctive and irrealis in the mood system” (Nordstrom, 2013, p. 16).
No matter the method of analysis, epistemic modality still exists if only as a subgroup.
Thus, if one used Palmer’s analysis, then one would discuss propositional modality. This
study will treat epistemic modality as a subtype of propositional modality in the tradition
of Bradley & Swartz (1979) since the current study investigates epistemic adverbs.
Furthermore, the expression of epistemic modality is largely related to
individuals’ or groups’ knowledge. Von Fintel (2006) states that “the context may specify
whose knowledge or evidence base is relevant to the claim made with an epistemically
modalized sentence” (p. 4-5). He points to earlier research (Hacking, 1967; Teller, 1972;
DeRose, 1991) as concluding “that epistemic modals are sensitive to what a relevant
group containing the speaker knows” and to newer research (MacFarlane, 2003; Egan et
al., 2005) arguing that “epistemic modals are sensitive to what the assessor of the modal
claim knows” (Von Fintel, 2006, p. 5). This form of analysis is ‘speaker-centered’ and
the expression of modality depends on the context available to the speaker. This idea of
the speaker’s knowledge will be important to keep in mind in this study.
Epistemic modality may be expressed in different ways: modal auxiliary verbs
(e.g., may, might), mood (e.g., the subjunctive and indicative), modal affixes, lexical
means, modal adverbs and adjectives (e.g., maybe, perhaps, possibly), modal tags, modal
particles, and modal case (Eschenroeder et al., 2009). Only mood and modal adverbs will
be of concern to this study and, specifically, the interaction between the two in Spanish.
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In Spanish, modality is often expressed as mood visible in verb conjugations, but
it is often the result of a trigger, usually earlier in the utterance. The two moods in
Spanish are the indicative and the subjunctive; the former is commonly thought of as the
‘default’ mood, while the triggers for the subjunctive are dealt with as special cases.
Modal adverbs are grammaticalized concepts that reveal knowledge about a proposition,
e.g. in the utterance Perhaps it will rain tomorrow, the perhaps implies a lack of
complete certainty as to the proposition occurring.

2.2 Mood selection in epistemic phrases in Spanish
Researchers have approached the study of the subjunctive from syntactic,
semantic, pragmatic, and discourse perspectives. No matter the method, no one has
created a unifying theory that accounts for the all cases of mood variation in Spanish
(Bergen, 1978; Terrell & Hooper, 1974). For instance, Gili Gaya (1964) and Lozano
(1972) both posited that there were two types of subjunctive: the optative and the
dubitative, which accounted for all instances, while Bolinger (1976) stated that the
indicative conveys information while the subjunctive is attitudinal and conveys a
speaker’s meaning. Furthermore, any one approach to an overarching explanation of
mood in Spanish encounters exceptions. Though questions of mood arise with many
types of propositions, e.g. desideratives, optatives, and even evidential markers, the
interaction between epistemic markers and mood is more difficult to define given its
somewhat ambivalent nature. Certainly, subjunctive selection has been widely explored
in subordinate clause types, where it is triggered by predicates in the main clause
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(DeMello, 1996), but is has been examined less often in clauses with epistemic adverbs,
the focus of the current investigation.
Research has considered epistemic modality as being governed by the concept of
realis/irrealis, in which the question of what exists in our world is a factor (Mithun,
1995). Realis describes propositions that are in our reality, while irrealis is the opposite.
The reliance on this realis/irrealis concept has been challenged as an explanation for
mood variation since not all languages have the same number of moods, and because
languages have separate linguistic strategies to express non-real situations (Quer, 2009).
Yet, the concept aligns well with the structure of Spanish, since Spanish has two moods.
The indicative is usually assigned the realis condition while the subjunctive is assigned
the irrealis condition, and so it is a useful form of analysis. Furthermore, Lunn (1995)
claims that the subjunctive provides a glimpse of the “world view of speakers of Spanish”
(p. 429). She poses that “speakers may take an evaluative stance with respect to any
proposition” (p. 430). However, it is often the case that a proposition headed by an
epistemic adverb cannot be evaluated as existing in the realm of reality because the
epistemic adverb itself does not convey a complete lack of certainty nor total certainty.
For example, Maybe it will be sunny tomorrow cannot be realis since it is not true at the
time of utterance, but it is not irrealis since it is not contrary to fact. Thus, the
propositions exist in a state between realis and irrealis.
A similar idea to realis/irrealis is elaborated by Mejías-Bikandi (1994) who
expanded Terrell and Hooper’s (1974) idea of assertion by focusing on the Mental Space
of the speaker. The Mental Space (originally proposed by Fauconnier, 1994) involves the
speaker’s view of reality including the views of whom they mention (e.g. Dudo que Juán
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sepa la información 'I doubt that Juan knows the information’). The example sentence
does not comment on Juan’s reality, but rather the speaker’s view of reality. Thus, the
subjunctive is used to represent the reality of the speaker regardless of the truth value of
the subordinate clause. “What is relevant is not whether a proposition P is logically
presupposed, but whether the intention of the speaker is to indicate that P is part of
his/her or someone else’s worldview” (Mejías-Bikandi, 1994). Mejías-Bikandi continued
to state that the mood is selected according to the speaker’s intention, which is decided
according to the semantic value of the matrix clause. However, epistemic adverbs do not
have a matrix clause, so while the realis/irrealis distinction is useful for mood analysis,
its use with epistemic adverbs has not been adequately addressed. Some even claim that
mood selection with certain epistemic adverbs may be purely arbitrary (Haverkate, 2002).
Thus, realis/irrealis analysis should be applied to epistemic adverbs.
Bergen (1978) suggested that mood selection depends on the reservation held by
the speaker about the proposition following the adverb, since the presence of the
epistemic adverb is not sufficient. He posited that a speaker either has reservation [+res]
(selecting the subjunctive) or does not [-res] (selecting the indicative) in relation to an
event that s/he is describing. He concluded that the presence or absence of reservation
(with respect to propositions) affects mood selection. Lunn (1995) also agreed that the
subjunctive is linked to questioning the veracity of a statement. Since reservation elicits a
sense of doubt or the state of withholding an evaluation, it may be the deciding factor in
selecting mood depending on available context.
Research on mood selection has also been linked to [±assertive, ± factive]
features (Hooper, 1974). Ojea (2005) expanded this idea with a syntactic approach to
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modality basing her work on two suppositions: “mood is conditioned from the outside
(i.e. certain predicates or operators force subjunctive mood, whilst others select
indicative), and that it is semantically associated with the assertive value of the selector”
(p. 58). She supports this idea with Hooper’s (1974) four-fold verb (selector)
classification: [+assertive, +factive] (e.g. saber ‘to know’, descubrir ‘to discover’),
[+assertive, - factive] (e.g. suponer ‘to suppose’, admitir ‘to admit’, [- assertive, +factive]
(lamenter ‘to be sorry about’), [-assertive, - factive] (e.g. dudar ‘to doubt’, negar ‘to
deny’). The indicative is normally used with [+assertive] selectors; the subjunctive is
normally used with [-assertive] selectors. Per this analysis, a speaker-centered utterance
like ¡Pedro está (I) vivo! ‘Peter is (I) alive!’ is assertive and factive, but in the utterance
No creo que Pedro esté (S) vivo ‘I don’t believe that Peter is (S) alive,’ the proposition in
the embedded clause is neither asserted by the speaker, nor is it factive (though one can
see that [± factive] does not determine the mood selection). Thus, it selects the
subjunctive. This idea of assertion versus non-assertion was later updated by MejíasBikandi (1994) to include the speaker’s view of reality as pivotal for expressing mood.
Thus, if a speaker is sure of an idea, then he/she will most likely use the indicative, and
and the speaker will use the subjunctive when assertion is impossible because of a lack of
evidence. In addition, Terrell (1976) states that “if the proposition is felt to be essentially
an assertion with qualification, then the indicative forms are used. If, in the speaker’s
mind, there is sufficient doubt so that he wishes to avoid making a clear assertion, the
subjunctive forms are used” (p. 226). He gives the following example.
(1) Acaso (tal vez, quizás {viene (I)/venga (S)}) mañana. (p. 226).
(1) Maybe (maybe, maybe {he/she/it comes (I)/comes (S)}) tomorrow (p, 226).
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Until now, the ideas of irrealis/realis, [±reservation] features, and [±assertive, ±
factive] features have been successfully applied to many epistemic constructions, even
those of probability and doubt. For instance, Dudo que tengas (S) razón ‘I doubt you are
(S) right’ or Sé que tienes (I) razón. ‘I know that you are (I) right’ can be analyzed using
the three concepts. The first statement with the subjunctive is an expression of doubt.
Thus, the speaker views the proposition as outside his reality and irrealis. This would
imply a high level of reservation as to the veracity of the proposition. Finally, the
proposition is neither asserted nor factive, this combination of [-assertive, -factive]
selects the subjunctive.
However, as mentioned above, it is difficult to evaluate an epistemic adverb, such
as quizá(s). Since Spanish expresses epistemic modality with the adverb and mood, it
does not clearly mark a proposition as in the realm of reality or outside of it, nor does
quizá(s) easily fit into the dichotomy of [±reservation] features or [±assertive] features.
As Wasa (2002) claimed, epistemic adverbs like tal vez and quizá allow for the insertion
of doubt in independent clauses, as opposed to epistemic adverbs like a lo mejor, which
merely selects the most likely outcome. If tal vez and quizá indeed allow for the insertion
of doubt, but not complete doubt, then lack of certainty is implied; therefore, one would
expect mood selection to be at the discretion of the speaker, whereby the indicative
would indicate more certainty, while the subjunctive would indicate less certainty.
Though the three main concepts of realis/irrealis, [±assertive] and especially
[±reservation], may be useful for analyzing epistemic adverbs and mood selection, this
study will investigate ‘certainty’ as a concept that relates to previous theories without
relying solely on any one form of analysis. ‘Certainty’ will refer to a speaker’s
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commitment to a proposition given a specific context. By analyzing certainty, which
encompasses the three factors above, this study can observe whether speakers in
situations select the indicative mood (after an epistemic adverb) when they are more
certain about a proposition and the subjunctive when they are less certain about
propositions. Analyzing mood selection with respect to certainty will be one of the
primary goals of this study as the methods will outline below.

2.3 Groupings of epistemic adverbials
According to Nuyts (2001), epistemic adverbs mark “the degree of likelihood of a
state of affairs.” Thus, capaz, like quizá(s) or tal vez, all glossed as ‘maybe’ or ‘perhaps’,
may be interchangeable in an utterance with little effect on the surface structure. In fact,
all three of these epistemic adverbs are widely used in Argentine speech (CREA, 2013).
Epistemic adverbs and adverbial phrases are unique in Spanish, and potentially in other
languages, because several may select either the indicative or the subjunctive mood,
where mood is an expression of modality. Most other cases of mood selection in Spanish
are fixed to specific triggers, such as dudo que ‘I doubt that’ requiring the subjunctive, in
this case.
Researchers group the adverbial phrases in quite different ways, often based on
morphosyntactic similarities. For instance, DeMello (1995) draws the following
divisions: probablemente/posiblemente, a lo mejor/seguramente ‘surely’, acaso
‘maybe’/quizá(s)/talvez, and puede/pueda ser ‘it could be/,maybe.’ This implies that there
is a difference in the behavior of the epistemic adverbs like acaso/quizá(s)/tal vez
compared to the other epistemic phrases with respect to modality. For instance, a lo
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mejor does not allow subjunctive selection according to literature (Wasa, 2002), whereas
the others optionally do. Also, acaso overwhelmingly selects the indicative (Woehr
1972; Renaldi 1977), tal vez prefers the subjunctive, quizá(s) prefers the subjunctive
(Woehr, 1972), and posiblemente prefers the subjunctive (Kattán-Ibarra, 1997). Each
group of epistemic phrases exhibits different syntactic patterns and different rates of
subjunctive usage compared to other groupings and within a grouping, all of which will
be reviewed below.
Thus, we have the question of how classification and groupings affect subjunctive
selection. For instance, Gili Gaya (1964) observed that the so-called adverbial phrases of
doubt, such as quizás, acaso, and tal vez tend to take the subjunctive. Sastre Ruano
(1997) treats tal vez, quizá(s), posiblemente, seguramente ‘surely’, acaso ‘maybe’, and
probablemente as optionally selecting the indicative or subjunctive, though stating that
the indicative is increasingly preferred after these phrases, though not in educated speech.
Both Gili-Gaya (1964) and Sastre-Ruano (1997) claim that though an epistemic
adverb may prefer the subjunctive, many situations exist in which the doubt is minimal to
the point of being close to certainty, and speakers consequently select the indicative.
Epistemic adverbs allow a speaker more freedom with mood selection based on their
level of certainty, therefore, as mentioned above, ‘certainty’ should be considered when
investigating mood selection in phrases with epistemic adverbials. Furthermore, if
epistemic adverbs express distinct information with respect to epistemic modality, then
the way in which they are grouped (e.g. posiblemente, probablemente, and seguramente
in the same group because of their canonical adverbial structure) becomes important in
mood selection analyses; therefore, rates of subjunctive selection of capaz must be
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measured against another common epistemic adverb of a similar structure, such as
quizá(s), to investigate possible differences.

2.4 Rates of subjunctive mood selection with epistemic adverbs
In many studies of epistemic adverbs and mood selection, research has focused on
survey-based mood selection data (Studerus, 1995a), specific examples in texts (Renaldi,
1977; Wasa, 2002) or strictly variationist studies that used corpora in order to identify
raw percentages of mood selection (Woehr, 1972; DeMello, 1995; Wasa, 2002; Houle,
2011). Large corpora analyses are of special interest since they often offer contrasting
information when compared to studies that look at isolated cases or that approach
research from a more prescriptive mindset (e.g. Woehr, 1972). DeMello’s (1995) study
used corpus data to analyze mood selection cross-dialectally, among 12 Latin American
capitals, with six adverbs of doubt: acaso, posiblemente, probablemente, quizá, quizás,
and tal vez. In DeMello’s study, quizás selected the subjunctive mood in 30% of the
tokens, showing a clear preference for the indicative. In the same study, quizá selected
the subjunctive mood in 39% of the cases showing a slight amount of variation compared
to quizás (Table 2). Combining the two lexical items as quizá(s), Renaldi (1977) found
that quizá(s) selected the subjunctive in 40% of the cases (Table 3). DeMello (1995)
found that probablemente selected the subjunctive in 25% of the cases while
posiblemente selected the subjunctive in 27% of the cases. For tal vez, Renaldi (1977)
indicated that the subjunctive was selected in 37% of the cases, while DeMello (1995)
indicated that it selected the subjunctive in 30% of the cases. For the purposes of the
current thesis, the findings related to the adverbs quizá(s) and tal vez are of most interest,
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because this thesis analyzes the mood selection of the epistemic adverb quizás, compared
to that of capaz, a largely unstudied epistemic adverb. Both of the previously studied
adverbs, quizá(s) and tal vez, have been reported to select the subjunctive in 30% to 40%
of cases (Demello, 1995; Renaldi, 1977), contrasting with earlier reports of these adverbs
preferentially selecting the subjunctive (Woehr, 1972).
Table 2
DeMello’s (1995) findings on mood selection by adverb
Adverb
Indicative
Subjunctive
acaso
29 (88%)
4 (12%)
posiblemente
69 (73%)
26 (27%)
probablemente
43 (75%)
14 (25%)
puede/pueda (ser) que
5 (3%)
152 (97%)
quizá
68 (70%)
29 (30%)
quizás
129 (61%)
84 (39%)
ser posible que
6 (4%)
69 (96%)
tal vez
185 (70%)
79 (30%)
Table 3
Renaldi’s (1977) findings on mood selection by adverb
Adverb
Indicative
Subjunctive
acaso
48 (92%)
4 (8%)
quizá(s)
120 (60%)
80 (40%)
tal vez
57 (61%)
37 (39%)
Total
225 (65%)
121 (35%)
Though prior studies demonstrated actual mood selection of a variety of epistemic
adverbs, those studies did not address why 30-40% of the cases selected the subjunctive
and the other 60-70% of the cases selected the indicative mood. Furthermore, factors
affecting variation among speakers, such as country of origin, though acknowledged,
were not included in those analyses. More recent investigations have addressed both
variation, including that of Argentine Spanish, and the factors that may impact mood
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selection following an epistemic adverbial. Finanger (2011) compared quizás and quizá
in Peninsular and Argentine Spanish with respect to mood selection. She extracted the
tokens from CREA (Corpus de Referencia del Español Actual) and analyzed them
according to several factors. Finanger’s (2011) corpus study analyzed style (oral/written),
polarity (affirmative/negative), adjacency (number of intervening words between quizá(s)
and the verb), verb tense/aspect and time reference, person and number, and lexeme (the
infinitive verb form of the verb after quizá(s). She found that “non-past time reference
favors Subjunctive in both dialects…while past time reference strongly disfavors
Subjunctive” (p. 97). For Argentina non-past time reference selected subjunctive 62% of
the time, while past time reference did so 31% percent of the time. This was the only
significant factor group.
García’s (2011) similar study used corpus data to analyze the uses of quizás and
quizá as two different adverbs with respect to the subjunctive, but among six dialects:
Cuban, Peruvian, Venezuelan, Argentine, Mexican, and Peninsular Spanish. The tokens
for the first three dialects were drawn from CREA, while the last three were drawn from
a corpus of King et al. (2008). This article highlighted its Argentine data and stated that
the subjunctive was favored with quizás, selecting the subjunctive in 67% of cases. Less
inclined to select subjunctive was quizá with 56% subjunctive selection. Both Finanger
(2011) and García (2011) predict a greater use of the subjunctive mood with quizá(s)
compared to DeMello (1995) and Renaldi (1977).
Another finding from King et al. (2008) stated that the majority of quizá(s) cases
were found in written sources. The preponderance of written tokens could support the
fact that quizá(s) is more formal in Argentine society. Thus, as a more formal lexical
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item, it may also elicit the subjunctive, which is decreasing in many dialects.
Furthermore, García’s (2011) study showed that Argentine Spanish had the highest rate
of subjunctive use with epistemic adverbs quizá and quizás when compared to Cuba,
Span, Mexico, Peru, and Venezuela. If quizá(s) and capaz are used in different registers
or styles, comparing their mood selection may reveal a more accurate statement of
modern epistemic adverb usage in Argentine.
Besides looking at the trends themselves, it is important to isolate potential factors
that affect mood selection. Jointly, this body of research has analyzed various linguistic,
contextual, and individual factors that impact mood selection in Spanish. More recent
studies have begun to dissect this information further in order to see whether certain
factors are significant including analysis of specific epistemic adverbs (King et al., 2008,
Galarza, 2013), dialect (King et al., 2008; Garcia, 2011), polarity (King et al., 2008;
Finanger, 2011; Galarza, 2013), verb lexeme (King et al., 2008; Finanger, 2011; García,
2011), person/number (King et al., 2008; Finanger 2011; Galarza, 2013), verb
tense/aspect (King et al., 2008; Finanger 2011;), location of epistemic adverb in
independent or dependent clause (Garcia, 2011), written or oral mode (King et al., 2008;
Garcia, 2011), and adjacency of adverb to verb (King et al., 2008; García, 2011; Galarza,
2013). The factors analyzed in previous studies are summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4
Previous analyzed factors in epistemic adverb studies
Adv.
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Among the factors listed, temporal reference has been found to have a profound
impact on mood selection As a general observation, Studerus (1995b), though not having
conducted a study specific to epistemic adverbs still came to some conclusions about
certain factors affecting mood, such as temporal reference. More specifically, temporal
reference has nearly consistently been found to be a significant factor that impacts mood
selection considering epistemic adverbs (Woehr, 1972; Renaldi, 1977; DeMello, 1995;
King et al., 2008). Non-past temporal reference contexts are more likely to select the
subjunctive, while past temporal reference contexts are more likely to select the
indicative. For example, Woeher (1972) found that quizá(s) prefers the subjunctive, but
primarily in future reference. Moreover, Butt and Benjamin (2011) state that the
subjunctive is optional when an event referred to “is happening in the present or
happened in the past” but that future events employ the present subjunctive or future
indicative, prohibiting the use of present indicative (p. 247). This may be due to the idea
of possible worlds in which the speaker inherently thinks that the past must have a truth
value while the present and future are less (or not yet) readily accessible with respect to
evaluating the truth value (Bradley & Swartz, 1979; von Fintel, 2012).
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The rates of mood selection for common epistemic adverbs, focusing on the most
commonly studied one quizá(s) along with the evidence for temporal reference as a
significant factor that impacts mood selection in these phrases create a solid base from
which to consider mood selection by the epistemic adverb capaz, an adverb that has not
previously been empirically studied. Specifically, mood selection with the use of capaz
considering temporal reference and also the speakers’ certainty will be investigated and
also compared to mood selection with the use of quizás, also considering temporal
reference and certainty.

2.5 Capaz as an epistemic adverb
Evidence of capaz as an epistemic adverb has been found in many parts of the
Spanish-speaking world: Argentina, Chile, and the Canary Islands. However, there is a
limited amount of information about its usage and relationship to mood selection. Among
the capaz studies, researchers have found that capaz selects the subjunctive mood in
Chilean Spanish (Anderson, 2003; Izquierdo, 2009), and when checked against CREA
and CORDE, all cases selected the subjunctive. Capaz selects the indicative mood in the
Spanish of the Canary Islands (Pérez Martín, 1999); however, no specific data from the
Canary Islands could be found. No mention of capaz’s relation to mood selection in
Argentina was found. Additionally, based on the CREA and CORDE corpora, epistemic
use of capaz was also found in data from Uruguay, Venezuela, El Salvador, and Mexico,
but no academic investigations were found that address the epistemic use in these
countries.
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Many authors have glossed capaz in order to compare it to other epistemic
adverbs. As mentioned in the previous section, Haensch (1993) equated capaz to en una
de esas ‘one of those’ or a lo mejor in his Nuevo diccionario de americanismos ‘New
Dictionary of Americanisms’. El diccionario de hispanoamericanismos no recogidos por
la Real Academia ‘The Dictionary of Hispanoamericanisms not Recognized by the Royal
Spanish Academy’ equates capaz to tal vez or es posible que. Perez-Martín (1999)
equated capaz to tal vez. The Tesoro Lexicográfico del español de Canarias
‘Lexicographic Thesaurus of the Canary Islands’ (Corrales Zumbado et. al., 1992)
equated capaz to posiblemente, a no dudarlo ‘to not doubt it’, or es de temer ‘it is feared
that’, and Moreno Fernández (2010) equated capaz to quizás or es possible que. Butt &
Benjamin (2011) equated capaz to es posible que or es probable que. Izquierdo (2009)
equated capaz que to a few adverbs, one of which was quizá. Lastly, Di Tullio (2007)
simply mentions capaz que as one of the markers of epistemicity of Rioplatense Spanish.
Since the majority of the epistemic adverbs that are claimed to be synonyms of capaz
according to glossing conventions have been studied more with respect to mood
selection, it is necessary to analyze capaz similarly
Thus far one can only find lexical entries and glosses for capaz with examples of
its relationship to mood, demonstrating a lack of empirical studies of this specific
epistemic adverb. Additionally, previous literature comments on the uses of capaz, capaz
que or es capaz que, but never all three. This indicates a broader lack of extensive study
of capaz. Because of the overall absence of capaz investigations, various pieces of
information related to capaz and mood selection are presented in this section to
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demonstrate that there is no consensus about capaz and mood selection in Argentine
Spanish.
Izquierdo (2009), in her explanation of capaz’s use in Latin America,
characterizes it as an adverb of probability that can select the subjunctive or indicative,
but generally selects the indicative, which contrasts the recent studies on quizás showing
a preponderance for 55-60% subjunctive selection (King et al., 2008; García, 2011).
Pérez-Martín (1999), who researched adverb use in Argentina, stated that capaz is used in
colloquial contexts and presented Steel’s (1990) following sample sentence that selects
the indicative:
(2) Estaba tan desacostumbrado, que capaz le alcanza (I) para un año
(2) He/she was so unaccustomed that maybe it will last (I) him/her for a year.
Additionally, while Pérez-Martín (1999) stated that quizá(s) and tal vez
experience subjunctive/indicative variation and mentioned that tal vez is stated as
prescriptively selecting the subjunctive, she did not mention capaz’s mood selection. But,
Moreno-Fernández (2010), researching general Latin American variation, gave the
following two sample sentences taken from Kany (1994), both of which show the
subjunctive used with capaz:
(3) Capaz que me lo coma (S) todo (p. 50).
(3) Maybe I’ll eat (S) it all.
(4) Capaz que llueva (S) (p. 50).
(4) Maybe it’ll rain (S).
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Conversely, Butt & Benjamin (2011), also studying general Latin American trends, stated
that capaz means ‘possibly’ and that it usually takes the subjunctive. They give the
following two examples:
(5) “capaz que la semana siguiente se lo ofrecen [sic] (I) a Jane Fonda y para
que acepte convierten el personaje en mujer (La Jornada, Mex.)” (p. 246).
(5) “it’s possible that the following week they’ll offer (I) it to Jane Fonda and
make the character a woman so that she’ll accept” (p. 246)
(6) “Capaz está (I) enferma” (p. 246).
(6) “Maybe she is (I) ill” (p. 246).
Though Butt & Benjamin (2011) equated capaz to es posible que or es probable que, they
do not mention capaz when they write about acaso, tal vez, quizá(s), a lo mejor,
posiblemente, and probablemente. This is an important observation given that capaz can
occur in semantically and syntactically similar situations as these adverbs/adverbial
phrases.
With respect to groupings and structure, this study focuses on capaz, since two
alternate constructions, capaz que and es capaz que may differ in terms of mood choice.
In terms of syntax, the alternate constructions mirror the structure of other expressions
indicating feeling and/or judgment, such as es fácil que ‘it is easy that’ or es divertido que
‘it is fun that.’ Terrell and Hooper (1974) mentioned the possibility of homophonic
lexical items that do not convey the same idea. The subordinator que might create a
stronger tendency for the subjunctive because “an indicator of subordination is a feature
that almost obligatorily accompanies the subjunctive mood” (Studerus, 1995a, p. 101), a
feature that capaz in isolation may not employ.
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The glosses for capaz, their rates of mood selection, and the stated mood selection
for capaz are not uniform for either Latin American or Argentine Spanish. These
discrepancies, especially when attempting to equate capaz to existing adverbial
constructions and determining its mood selection patterns, necessitate further
investigation. Combined with prior research observing the potential effects of certainty
and temporal reference on mood selection with epistemic adverbs, it is necessary to
conduct an empirical study on capaz considering these factors.

2.6 Current research questions
To examine whether mood selection differences are based on the epistemic
meaning of capaz, it will be compared to quizás due to the large amount of data collected
about quizás in Argentine Spanish. This comparison allows the study to compare the
effects of the variables of certainty and temporal reference, considering the individual
epistemic adverbs. To reiterate, there are three principal research questions.
1. What effect does certainty have on mood selection in epistemic adverbial
phrases?
2. What effect does temporal reference have on mood selection in epistemic
adverbial phrases?
3. How does the mood selection pattern for capaz compare to the pattern of
commonly listed synonymous epistemic adverb quizás?
First, this study expects to find higher instances of the subjunctive in contexts where
there is less certainty. Secondly, this study expects to find low subjunctive selection with
past temporal references, but expects to find high subjunctive selections when there is a
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present or future temporal reference that accesses possible worlds. Lastly, this study
expects to find different rates of subjunctive selection for capaz than quizás based on the
preponderance of conflicting information about capaz, and its colloquial nature, which
suggest that it would not exhibit the same patterns of mood selection as the more
prevalent quizá(s), about which people may have prescriptive grammatical associations.
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CHAPTER 3 METHODS

The research questions were investigated using a sentence completion task. This
chapter will explain the participant selection process and the questionnaire design. A
norming study, which narrowed down the number of items to the most effective, will also
be discussed. Finally, the approach to the analysis of the responses will be explained.

3.1 Participants
This study attained 117 participants, all native speakers of Argentine Spanish who
were 18 years old or older. The age range varied from 18 to 73. There were 29 males and
88 females. Thirty five of the participants were from Buenos Aires, two participants were
from Chaco, one participant was from Córdoba, one participant was from Corrientes, 21
participants were from Entre Ríos, one participant was from Neuquén, and 56 participants
were from Santa Fe. The highest levels of education were the following: 73 participants
had a college-level degree, while 27 participants had only completed high school.2
Verifying that participants were eligible for the study, two of the survey questions
requested information about whether they were or have been language or linguistics
teachers and their experience learning a second language. Only 13 participants indicated
that they had taught language or linguistics, so their responses were not considered in this
2

Level of education was taken into account considering Sastre Ruano’s (1997) claim that
the subjunctive enjoys more use with more highly educated speakers.
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investigation. Excluding participants with metalinguistic knowledge helped to ensure that
responses would be more automatic and that participants would not consciously think
about mood selection. The experience of learning a foreign language, especially a
language with similar mood selection, was taken into account in the event that a
respondent with had subjunctive selection that exhibited a high standard deviation.

3.2 Questionnaire design
Departing from Studerus’s (1995a) forced choice test, in which “survey
participants were asked to choose what seemed to them the most natural of two verb
forms (one indicative, the other subjunctive)”, this questionnaire employed a sentence
completion test. A sentence completion task was selected instead of the more traditional
forced choice mood selection task, since forced choice tasks have been criticized for
lacking evidence of naturally-occurring conversational data (García, 2011). The sentence
completion task does not prime the participants with a binary choice of either the
indicative or subjunctive, allowing them to choose other tenses or the conditional if they
feel it more natural in the sentence. This lack of fixed choices further conceals the nature
of the study as targeting mood selection and arguably expands the variability of
responses. The complete set of questionnaire items consisted of 66 items (six
demographic questions, 48 target questions (24 with capaz, 24 with quizás), and 12
distractors). The demographic questions requested the participant’s age, gender, city and
province where s/he had lived most, highest level of education, and whether the
participant had studied other languages.
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3.3 Target questions
All questionnaire items expressed a context, which was followed by a sentence
completion task (See Example 7). The same 24 contexts and sentence completion
questions were used with capaz and quizás, for comparative purposes, yielding the 48
target questions. Each participant only answered 24 questions (12 with capaz, 12 with
quizás).
(7) Alguien ve a un grupo de empresarios y no sabe quiénes son. Su amigo
tampoco sabe.
¿Quiénes son esos empresarios?
Capaz _______ (ser) los amigos de Cecilia.
(7) Someone sees a group of businessmen and does not know who they are.
His/her friend doesn’t know either.
Who are the businessmen?
Maybe they are Cecilia’s friends?
Capaz was selected as the object of study considering the dearth of information
about the relationship between capaz and mood selection in Argentine Spanish. Quizás
was selected as a comparative epistemic adverb considering the prior research on quizás
in Argentine Spanish, indicating both that quizás is commonly used in Argentina and that
it selects the subjunctive more often in Argentine Spanish compared to other varieties of
Spanish (Finanger, 2011; García, 2011). Furthermore, while the epistemic adverb tal vez
is also used in Argentina, there are no extant, recent studies to compare to the results of
this study.
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The 24 contexts were created controlling for formality, person, certainty and
temporal reference. In light of Nieuwenhuijsen’s (2001) previous finding that formality
may trigger the subjunctive in certain situations, any use of tú ‘you’ (informal) or Ud.
‘you’ (formal) was avoided. This pragmatic use of the subjunctive was said to conform to
a sense of politeness, with more formal grammar, i.e. subjunctive corresponding to
formal speech as when addressing someone as Ud. Furthermore, none of the sentences
completion tasks had yo ‘I as the subject in order to maintain third-person subjects in
each sentence. This leveling eliminated grammatical person as a variable. Epistemic
adverb, certainty, and temporal reference were controlled for, considering that they were
the independent variables considered in this investigation of mood and epistemic adverbs.
Epistemic adverb was controlled since past studies had shown differences in mood
selection based on adverbs (e.g., Renaldi, 1972; DeMello, 1995; García, 2011). Temporal
reference was found to be a significant indicator in past studies of mood selection,
especially non-past time reference favoring the subjunctive (Woehr, 1972; Schwenter et
al., 2008; Finanger, 2011). Certainty was controlled in this study in order to test it as a
variable based on research that claims that speakers control mood selection based on
reservation and/or assertion (Terrell & Hooper, 1974; Bergen, 1978).
Of the 24 contexts, there were 12 Certain and 12 Not Certain contexts. Within
each of those groups, there were four contexts with present temporal reference, four with
past temporal reference, and four with future temporal reference (i.e. Certain-Present,
Certain-Past, Certain-Future, Not Certain-Present, Not Certain-Past, Not Certain-Future)
presented in (Table 5).
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Table 5
Contexts considering temporal reference and certainty
Adverb
Time
Certainty
Present (N=8)
Certain (N=4)/Not Certain (N=4)
capaz
Past (N=8)
Certain (N=4)/Not Certain (N=4)
(N=24)
Future (N=8)
Certain (N=4)/Not Certain (N=4)
Present (N=8)
Certain (N=4)/Not Certain (N=4)
quizás
Past (N=8)
Certain (N=4)/Not Certain (N=4)
(N=24)
Future (N=8)
Certain (N=4)/Not Certain (N=4)
The contexts were intended to shift the epistemic modality of the utterance in the
sentence completion portion to either less certainty or more certainty, following von
Fintel’s (2006) support of epistemic modality being heavily based on context of the
speaker group’s knowledge. In order to reduce ambiguity in the contexts, the contexts
were made to supply copious information as to the knowledge/preconceived notions of
the speaker with respect to the utterance; these contexts would entail either reservation or
not (as to the truth value of the utterance) depending on the amount of information at the
speaker’s disposal given a certain context. In addition to basing the item types on those in
existing research, an Argentine informant was also consulted. Combining these
approaches with borrowing questions and question styles from prior studies has been
linked to successful, tested questions (Zoltán & Taguchi, 2010).
While the temporal reference in the contexts was clearly communicated through
the use of verb tense, the level of certainty was expressed at the discourse level. Example
8 demonstrates a context that expressed a low level of certainty about the event expressed
in the following sentence. Example 9 demonstrates a context that expressed a high level
of certainty about the event in the sentence.
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(8) Alguien discute con su amigo sobre la política y propone una opinión con
poco conocimiento de la actualidad.
Capaz la presidenta _______ (creer) en la política actual.
(8) Someone discusses politics with a friend and proposes an opinion with little
knowledge about current events.
Maybe the president believes in the current policy.
(9) Alguien comenta a su hermano sobre la vereda muy limpia de los vecinos,
algo un poco inusual en ese lugar.
Capaz a los vecinos les ______ (importar) mucho su vereda.
(9) Someone comments to his brother about the very clean sidewalk of the
neighbors, something a bit unusual in that place.
Maybe the neighbors care a lot about their sidewalk.
To verify that the Certain and Not Certain contexts expressed different levels of certainty,
a norming study was conducted.

3.4 Norming procedure
The purpose of the norming study was twofold. The first was to identify the four
best questionnaire items for each of the six contexts that varied in certainty and temporal
reference (i.e. Certain-Present, Certain-Past, Certain-Future, Not Certain-Present, Not
Certain-Past, Not Certain-Future). The second purpose was to verify that the Certain and
Not Certain item contexts were evaluated by participants as such, contexts that provoked
them to be more or less Certain about the occurrences expressed in the contexts. There
were 13 participants in the norming procedure, who were all native Spanish speakers.
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To norm the item contexts, six items were created for each of the six contexts that
varied in certainty and temporal reference. A questionnaire was created, prompting
participants to read each item context, and then respond to a question about the context to
indicate how certain they felt about the occurrences in the context. Example 10
demonstrates a Certain-Present item context and the question that followed. Participants
responded to the questions with Likert scaled options (1-no sé ‘I don’t know’, 2posiblemente ‘possibly’, 3-probablemente ‘probably’, 4-sí ‘yes’). While there were four
response options, the survey was conducted in Qualtrics using a sliding scale so that
participants could respond between the points on the scale. The survey is provided in the
appendix.
(10) Alguien nota que una persona que lleva bastantes bolsos puede necesitar
ayuda, aunque parece hábil. ¿Esta persona necesita ayuda?
(10) Someone notices that a person carrying many bags may need help, though he
seems able. Does this person need help?
Three precautions were taken in order for participants to give natural-like
answers. First, the Likert scale was not fixed to certain points, which allowed participants
greater freedom to choose the level of certainty more accurately. Second, participants
could only see one question at a time, which avoided previous items affecting subsequent
items. Third, the items were randomized, so participants could not detect patterns of
certainty
Responding to the first purpose of the norming study, for each of the six contexts,
two items were eliminated. For all of the Certain contexts, the items that were evaluated
to provoke the least amount of certainty by participants were eliminated. For all the Not
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Certain contexts, the items that were evaluated as provoking more certainty were
eliminated.
Responding to the second purpose of the norming study, the participants’
responses to the survey questions related to the remaining four items in each of the six
certainty/temporal reference contexts (i.e. 24 total) were analyzed with a univariate
ANOVA. The results indicated a significant main effect of the Certain and Not Certain
contexts on the evaluation of the contexts, F (1, 314) = 75.48, p< .001. As expected,
participants were more certain about the events that occurred in the Certain items (M =
3.0, SD = .90) and less certain about those in the Not Certain items (M = 2.10, SD = .95).
As expected, there was a non-significant main effect when considering the temporal
reference on the rating of the contexts, F (2, 314) = .31, p = .73), (Present M = 2.55, SD =
1.07, Past M = 2.63, SD = .967, Future M = 2.54, SD = 1.04). Qualifying the main effect,
there was a significant interaction between the Certain and Not Certain contexts and the
temporal reference, F (2, 314) = 4.58, p = .011. The interaction indicates that the Certain
and Not Certain contexts were more distinctly evaluated when with a present or future
temporal reference than when with a past temporal reference (Figure 1). More
specifically, participants had difficulty evaluating the Not Certain-Past items as
provoking uncertainty. This finding is not to be unexpected since events in the past have
already occurred, making it more difficult to evaluate them with uncertainty.
In response to the significant interaction, a posthoc pairwise comparison was
conducted with a bonferroni adjustment, setting the alpha at .017. The results indicated
that evaluations of the Certain and Not Certain items were significantly different from
one another with present, past, and future temporal reference, F (1, 84) = 49.54, p < .001;
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F (1,82) = 7.69, p = .007; F(1, 81) = 41.215, p < .001, respectively. As expected the
Certain items were evaluated by participants as provoking more certainty and the Not
Certain items were evaluated by participants as provoking less certainty, within all three
temporal references. Considering the results of the norming study, the 24 items were
deemed to be appropriate for the investigation of capaz and quizás, considering certainty
and temporal reference. The complete 24 contexts normed to verify the level of certainty
in each context are in the appendix, organized by certainty and temporal reference.
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***
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***
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Sure
Certain
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0.5
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Figure 1: Results of norming evaluations considering Certain and Not Certain items with
three temporal references (* p < .017, ** p < .003, *** p < .0003).

3.5 Question distribution
Because the 24 normed contexts served both for the capaz and quizás items and
because no participant was to see the same context more than once, two survey blocks
were created. The first block used capaz for the first question and then alternated with
quizás for every other question until the distracters, which did not use either epistemic
adverb. The second block used for the first question and then alternated with capaz for
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every other question until the distracters. The 12 distracter items were included not only
to help conceal the nature of the questionnaire but also to check whether a participant
demonstrated prevailing mood selection patterns; to this end, these distracters had rigid
mood selection parameters (e.g. optatives: quiero que+ subj. and assertive statements: sé
que + ind.) (Appendix). If a participant did not select the standard mood choice for a
given distracter, that participant’s data was removed from analysis. To ensure equal
response rate for each block, Qualtrics was set to alternate assigning blocks to
participants. The questions were randomized within each block.

3.6 Questionnaire procedure
Once the procedure was submitted and approved by the Purdue University IRB
office, potential participants were contacted by email through Argentine contacts. Emails
with links to online questionnaires are the most recommended types of electronic surveys
(Zoltán & Taguchi, 2010). The Argentine contacts were instructed to send the email with
a link to the Qualtrics online survey to Argentine people with little or no metalinguistic
knowledge (Appendix). Snowball sampling, as in this case, has been shown to find
similar participants eligible for the study (Zoltán & Taguchi, 2010).
The questionnaire was administered via Qualtrics. Each participant responded to
the demographic questions and one of the two blocks that contained target questions and
distracter questions in a randomized order. For the target and distracter questions,
participants completed the sentence by supplying a conjugated verb of the infinitive that
was indicated in parentheses:
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(11) Capaz él _________ (tener) una hora para hacerlo hoy.
(11) Perhaps he ________ (to have) an hour to do it today.
Participants were allowed to type in freely, allowing as many answers as they
thought were possible given the context, similar to Studerus’s (1995a) study on mood
variation where he allowed participants to choose both the indicative and subjunctive
forms if they could not decide on one. However, the participants were encouraged to put
down their first idea. The survey took 20-30 minutes, following the survey length
suggestions by Zoltán & Taguchi (2010).

3.7 Approach to questionnaire analysis
Certain responses were problematic. Participants who wrote a different verb than
the one requested or rewrote the sentence with additional information had their responses
not included in analysis. For instance, answers with a subordinator, such as que, a modal
verb (e.g., poder, deber), or answers rewritten with a different epistemic adverb were not
accepted since all three of these factors could potentially affect modality. Participants
who recorded two responses had those responses not included in analysis, as did Studerus
(1995a) since he wanted to test preference rather than acceptability. Responses that were
simply misspelled were assumed to be the logical verb choice, e.g. comenza = comienza.
Responses where the verb number did not agree with subject were accepted as in Farley’s
(2001) study since there is no evidence to show that it would change modality. Some
participants negated the verb per their understanding of the context. In order to use the
data associated with the negated verbs, the raw percentages of mood selection were
compared with the negated verbs in the analysis and without those verbs; since the raw
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percentages were within a 5% range of each other, the data were considered comparable
and included in the analysis. Out of 2,808 questionnaire item responses, 236 (8%) were
discarded from the analysis due to no response or for the reasons outlined above.
Responses were coded as 1 (subjunctive) or 0 (indicative) in order to render a
proportion out of 4 for the set of questions in each certainty/temporal reference context.
These proportions were then entered into a mixed model least square means analysis to
test for statistical significance.
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS

In this chapter, the descriptive results will be presented first, followed by the
statistical analysis. The descriptive statistics will first present mood selection by
epistemic adverb, temporal reference, and certainty, respectively. Then, the variables will
be combined, e.g. mood selection by epistemic adverb and temporal reference. Finally,
the three variables will be jointly analyzed with respect to mood selection. In the end,
only temporal reference was significant.
In terms of the effects of epistemic adverb on mood selection, as expected, capaz
selected the subjunctive much less than the indicative, with 40% of the sentence
completion tasks selecting the subjunctive. However, capaz selected the subjunctive at
about the same rate as quizás, which selected the subjunctive in 41% of the sentence
completion tasks. These percentages are shown in Table 6.
Table 6
Proportion of subjunctive use by adverb
Capaz
Quizás
M
0.40
0.41
SD
0.36
0.37

38
0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
Capaz

Quizás

Figure 2: Proportion of subjunctive use by adverb
As to temporal reference, the results concur with past studies that there is indeed
an effect on mood selection. Namely, when analyzing the results of both capaz and
quizás, the subjunctive was selected more often when the context referred to non-past
temporal reference, i.e. present (42%) and future (62%), than for the past (18%).
Moreover, future temporal reference selected the subjunctive more so than in either
present or past time reference. The results for proportion of subjunctive use by temporal
reference are summarized in the Table 7 and Figure 3 below.
Table 7
Proportion of subjunctive use by temporal reference
Past
Present
Future
M
0.18
0.42
0.62
SD
0.25
0.32
0.35

39
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
Past

Present

Future

Figure 3: Proportion of subjunctive use by temporal reference
This study originally expected a high level of subjunctive selection with Not
Certain contexts and a low level of subjunctive selection with Certain contexts. However,
the subjunctive selected only slightly more often in Not Certain contexts. According to
the ideas examined in Chapter 2.2, this is not expected. However, the difference is not
very great in terms of percentages in Table 8 below.
Table 8
Proportion of subjunctive use by certainty
Certain
Not Certain
M
0.39
0.42
SD
0.36
0.35

40
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
Certain

Not certain

Figure 4: Proportion of subjunctive use by certainty
When one looks at the results for capaz and quizás separately, they both select
mood in a similar fashion with respect to temporal reference; both select the subjunctive
more often with the future, about half of all instances in the present, and the least in the
past. Also, capaz selects the subjunctive less than quizás regardless of temporal
reference. The results for capaz and quizás with respect to temporal reference are
summarized in the Table 9 and Figure 5 below.
Table 9
Proportion of subjunctive use by certainty and temporal reference
Capaz
Quizás
Past
Present
Future
Past
Present
M
0.18
0.40
0.63
0.17
0.44
SD 0.23
0.31
0.34
0.26
0.33

Future
0.62
0.36

41
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

Capazcapaz
%subj

0.3

Quizásquizás
%subj

0.2

aá

0.1
0
Past

Present

Future

Figure 5: Proportion of subjunctive use by epistemic adverb and temporal reference
When adverb and certainty were compared, results indicated that for Certain
contexts capaz selected the subjunctive more so than quizás for both Certain and Not
Certain contexts.
Table 10
Proportion of subjunctive use by adverb and certainty
Capaz
Quizás
Certain
Not Certain
Certain
M 0.42
0.48
0.35
SD 0.36
0.38
0.35

Not Certain
0.45
0.36

42
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
Certain

Not Certain
Capaz
capaz

Certain

Not Certain
quizás
Quizás

Figure 6: Proportion of subjunctive use by adverb and certainty
Comparing certainty and temporal reference indicates that present and future
temporal references, i.e. non-past temporal reference, select the subjunctive more so than
past temporal reference.
Table 11
Proportion of subjunctive use by certainty and temporal reference
Certain
Not Certain
Past
Present
Future
Past
Present
Future
M 0.14
0.41
0.62
0.21
0.42
0.62
SD 0.25
0.32
0.35
0.24
0.32
0.35

43
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
Past

Present

Future

Certain

Past

Present

Future

Not Certain

Figure 7: Proportion of subjunctive use by certainty and temporal reference
A final comparison of all three independent variables highlights the variables that seem to
be different (Table 12). Out of all three variables, the most clear distinction is that the
subjunctive is selected the least by past temporal reference, selected more by the present
temporal reference, and selected the most by the future temporal reference. The adverb
variable shows a difference in that capaz selects the subjunctive less often than quizás in
all but the Future/Certain context.
Table 12
Proportion of subjunctive use by certainty, temporal reference, and adverb
Certain
Not Certain
Capaz
Quizás
Capaz
Quizás
Past Pres Fut. Past Pres Future Past Pres Fut. Past Pres Fut
M
0.17 0.43 0.66 0.12 0.39 0.59
0.20 0.36 0.60 0.22 0.48 0.60
SD 0.26 0.30 0.32 0.24 0.34 0.34
0.21 0.31 0.35 0.27 0.32 0.35

44
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3

capaz

0.2

quizás

0.1
0
Past

Present Future
Certain

Past

Present Future
Not Certain

Figure 8: Proportion of subjunctive use by certainty, temporal reference, and adverb
Besides examining the overall trends, it is necessary to analyze the data to see if any of
the variables are statistically significant. To this end, a mixed model in a Statistical
Analysis Software (SAS) was used employing least square means, and the results for
certainty, temporal reference, and adverb are summarized in Table 13. The specific
epistemic adverb had no significant effect on mood selection. Certainty also had no
significant effect on mood selection. The only significant effect was that of temporal
reference. The post-hoc test with a bonferroni adjustment, comparing mood selection
within the three temporal references, indicated that mood selection is distinct in each of
the three temporal references, with each temporal reference showing a significant effect,
having p-values < .0001. The findings are summarized in Table 14.
Table 13
Mixed model least square means analysis of variables
Variable
p-value
Adverb
0.7188
Temporal Reference
<.0001
Certainty
0.1782
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Table 14
Post-hoc analysis of temporal reference
Temporal Reference
Estimate
Past-Present
-0.2428
Past-Future
0.4492
Present-Future
0.2063

Standard Error
0.02105
0.02107
0.02105

P-value w/ bonferroni adj
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
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CHAPTER 5 DISCUSSION

To summarize the findings this section will address each of the research questions
and whether the hypotheses were supported. In response to research question, ‘What
effect does certainty have on mood selection?’ the hypothesis for certainty was that Not
Certain contexts were expected to select the subjunctive mood more than Certain
contexts. This hypothesis was based on prior research on subjunctive selection (GiliGaya, 1964; Bolinger, 1976; Bergen, 1978; Mejías-Bikandi, 1994; Lunn, 1995; SastreRuano, 1997; Wasa, 2002). However, Certain contexts selected the subjunctive at almost
the same rate, and consequently the contexts did not have a significant effect on mood
selection. This unexpected result most likely suggests that certainty does not affect the
cognition of mood selection with epistemic adverbs. Therefore, certainty’s affect on
mood selection in epistemic adverbial structures may be entwined in another variable,
namely temporal reference.
In response to research question 2, ‘What effect does temporal reference have on
mood selection in epistemic adverbial phrases?’ the hypothesis was that temporal
reference would have a significant effect, and past temporal reference would exhibit
lower subjunctive selection rates than non-past temporal reference based on prior results
(Woehr, 1972; DeMello, 1995; King et al., 2008; Finanger, 2011; García 2011). As
expected, this study supports the findings of those previous studies that temporal
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reference has a significant main effect on mood selection. Furthermore, this study
examined three temporal references, i.e. past, present, and future, distinct from the
common trend of analyzing just two, i.e. past and non-past (Woehr, 1972; DeMello,
1995). Past temporal reference showed the least amount of subjunctive selection (18%),
while present temporal reference showed more (42%), and future temporal reference
showed the most (62%). The percentages align with past studies such as Finanger’s
(2011) results for quizá(s) finding 34% subjunctive selection with past temporal reference
and 62% selection with non-past temporal reference, or García’s (2011) study that
recorded multivariate analysis factor weights of 0.30, 0.60, and 0.64 for past, present,
and future temporal references, respectively. The advantage of analyzing the three
temporal references separately in this study is that one sees that the present temporal
reference exhibits a level of mood selection in between the past and future. This finding
is distinct from Garcia’s (2011) findings, and therefore calls attention to the need for
more specific analyses of mood selection in phrases with epistemic adverbials, especially
considering the present tense.
The results align with the idea of past temporal reference allowing a more
accessible world to a speaker considering the historical aspect lending finality to an
action in the past. Secondly, the fact that the present tense may sometimes refer to future
events, it follows that speakers would be more likely to vacillate with respect to
subjunctive selection when faced with a present temporal reference. Thus, accepting that
temporal reference significantly affects one’s accessibility of worlds and therefore the
level of certainty about the events that occur, one can apply the idea of temporal
reference to the three components of certainty from Chapter 1 (irrealis/realis,
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reservation, and assertion) to more closely understand their relation to temporal
reference.
First, interpreting temporal reference through the realis/irrealis theory, if past
events are more accessible in the speaker’s mind, then those events can be categorized as
more realis since past events have already occurred. That would leave the present and the
future as often existing outside the accessible worlds of the speaker since events in those
temporal references may have possibly, in the case of the present, or definitely, in the
case of the future, not been realized. Second, the degree of reservation related to the
occurrence of an event in the past, may decrease for the same reason, i.e. an event in the
past must have been realized, and so one would exhibit less reservation. Lastly, if an
event is deemed as having been realized, then one would be more likely to assert it
compared to a future event that is strictly possible and in no way has transpired yet.
Consideration of these theories related to mood selection supports the
understanding that the indicative is more common in contexts with past temporal
reference because the past worlds are more accessible, allowing speakers to be more
certain (i.e. realis, less reserved, more likely to assert) about the events that occurred in
the past. Similarly, this discussion supports the notion that the future tense allows for less
accessibility and less certainty, resulting in a greater use of the subjunctive. With respect
to the present tense, additional analysis of the individual contexts will help to determine
if some present tense contexts are more or less accessible to speakers, thereby impacting
their mood selection accordingly. While not all aspects of mood selection are related to
temporal reference and certainty, the intertwining relationship between temporal
reference and certainty is supported by this data set, and the findings provides new
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empirical information that mood selection is distinct in phrases with epistemic adverbs in
contexts with past, present, and future temporal references.
In response to research question 3, ‘How does the mood selection pattern for
capaz compare to the pattern of commonly listed synonymous epistemic adverb quizás?’
the hypothesis was that capaz would exhibit a different mood selection pattern. However,
capaz selected the subjunctive at almost the same rate as quizás (40% versus 41%) in the
sentence completion task, showing no statistically significant difference. Thus, the
subjunctive selection rates for capaz and quizás are comparable. This provides empirical
evidence for the prior literature that provides quizás as a synonym for capaz (Izquierdo,
2009; Moreno Fernández, 2010), and it lends support to those who argue that capaz
selects the subjunctive less than the indicative (e.g. Izquierdo, 2009).

5.1 Limitations and future studies
The main limitation of this study was that questionnaires are sometimes criticized
for not generating authentic data through spontaneous speech. However, this study
achieved what spontaneous contexts have trouble achieving, a more controlled study
allowing participants to conjugate the target verb in the sentence completion task
according to their own criteria based on normed contexts of certainty. Moreover, studying
certainty in naturally occurring contexts is difficult, since one cannot evaluate the level of
certainty a speaker has in mind when speaking without biasing the individual; the
cognitive factors involved are difficult to access in naturally occurring data. In either case
the current study improved on previous questionnaire tasks that provided a forced choice
between an indicative and subjunctive form. (e.g. Studerus, 1995a).
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The current study only considered capaz versus quizás use in Argentina. Future
studies may want to compare capaz to other epistemic adverbial phrases. Also, capaz
appears in other dialects and other forms as mentioned above. Analyzing capaz’s (and its
alternate forms’) mood selection may yield different results considering different
populations or contexts.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION

This study combined successful methods to test mood selection in epistemic
adverbial structures. In doing so, this study analyzed mood selection with epistemic
adverbs in terms of three factors: certainty, temporal reference, and epistemic adverb
choice. More specifically, this study analyzed these variables in conjunction, controlling
the contexts in order to create temporally and epistemically specific questionnaire items
for native speakers to then select mood according to those conditions. This study also
added concrete mood selection information about the epistemic adverb capaz, which was
lacking in prior literature.
Temporal reference was the most significant factor in mood selection, overruling
contextual certainty for speakers. Thus, the cognitive factors that affect certainty appear
increasingly complex and inseparable from temporal reference. Moreover, this study
differentiated among past, present, and future references, which few studies have done,
finding that, at least in Spanish, speakers view the past as accessible, the present as less
accessible, and the future as the least accessible, evidenced in their mood selection in
phrases with epistemic adverbs capaz and quizás and impacting their cognition of
epistemic modality. Thus, speakers may primarily categorize epistemic knowledge
according to temporal factors. However, none of the temporal reference contexts
exclusively selected one mood, which necessitates further research into the effect of other
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factors. Another important finding was that capaz functions largely like quizás with
respect to mood selection; thus, this study is the first to compare the mood selection of
capaz to that of other epistemic adverbs in Argentine Spanish.
This information this study contributes may be of use to semanticists studying
epistemic modality, since many studies focus on theoretical underpinnings rather than
empirical studies. The questionnaire methods may be useful for other researchers to
investigate not only mood variation with other epistemic adverbs but also other matrix
clauses. It is important to remember that studying epistemic adverbs involves more than
variationist studies that analyze the surface statistics of mood selection rates; studies must
pose explanations for why specific factors exert a strong influence on mood selection.
This study has gone beyond surface results, and it has combined them with theory to offer
explanations for mood variation in epistemic adverbial phrases.
.
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APPENDIX

QUESTIONNAIRE
(Mensaje a los ayudantes)
Gracias por su ayuda con esta investigación. Pido que mande un email con el texto abajo
y un enlace al cuestionario a personas que tienen poco conocimiento de la lingüística.
[(Message to the assistants)
Thank you for your help with this research. I ask that you send this email with the text
below and a link to the questionnaire to people who have little linguistic knowledge. ]
Este cuestionario es una parte del estudio de Boris Yelin de la Universidad de Purdue
sobre el castellano de Argentina. Por favor, lea lo siguiente antes de continuar:
1. Este cuestionario es para los mayores de 18 años
2. Su participación no presenta ningún riesgo ni beneficio conocido.
3. La participación en este estudio es completamente voluntaria y Ud. puede dejar de
hacer el cuestionario en cualquier momento.
4. Una vez que Ud. comience el cuestionario, se puede parar en cualquier momento o
saltar una pregunta, pero por favor, intente de terminarlo.
5. Todas las respuestas se quedan anónimas.
6. El cuestionario dura entre 20-30 minutos.
7. ¡Muchas gracias por su ayuda¡
[This questionnaire is part of a Boris Yelin’s study at Purdue University about Argentine
Spanish. Please read the following before continuing:
1. This questionnaire is for those 18 years of age or older
2. Your participation presents no known risk or benefit.
3. Participation in this study is completely voluntary and you can quit completing the
questionnaire at any moment.
4. Once you have started the questionnaire, you can stop at any moment or skip a
question, but please try to finish it.
5. All responses remain anonymous.
6. This questionnaire lasts 20-30 minutes.
7. Thank you very much for your help!]
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¿Es Ud. instructor/profesor de lengua y/o de lingüística? [Are you an instructor/professor
of language and/or linguistics?
Sí [Yes]
No [No]
¿Qué lengua(s)/idioma(s) ha estudiado Ud. y por cuánto tiempo? (por ejemplo: alemán 10 meses) [What language(s) have you studied and for how much time? (for example:
German – 10 months]
Demographics
1. ¿Cuántos años tiene? [How old are you?]
2. ¿Cuál es su sexo? [What is your sex?]
a. Masculino [Male]
b. Femenino [Female]
3. ¿En cuál ciudad y provincia ha vivido la gran parte de su vida? [In which city and
province have you lived most of your life].
4. ¿Cuál opción mejor representa su nivel de educación más alto? [Which option best
represents your highest level of education?]
a. Escuela primaria [Primary School]
b. Escuela secundaria [Seconday School]
c. Título terciario/universitario [University Degree]
d. Maestría [Masters]
e. Doctorado [Doctorate]
Directions
Usted debe leer los contextos en negrita, y después escribir la forma del verbo que se les
ocurre. Por favor, no piense mucho. Aquí se ve un ejemplo. La respuesta se escribe en el
espacio en blanco bajo la frase. [You must read the contexts in bold and then write the
form of the verb that comes to mind. Please, do not think a lot. Here you see an example.
The answer is written in the space under the phrase.]
Alguien habla sobre las actividades de su hijo. [Someone talks about her son’s
activities]
Cada día Jorge _______ (ir) al gimnasio. [Every day Jorge ______ (to go) to the gym.]
va [goes]
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CAPAZ/QUIZÁS
Present/NC
Alguien ve a un grupo de empresarios y no sabe quiénes son. Su amigo tampoco
sabe. [Someone sees a group of businessmen and does not know who they are.
His/her friend doesn’t know either.]
¿Quiénes son esos empresarios? [Who are those businessmen?]
1. Capaz _______ (ser) los amigos de Cecilia. [Maybe they are Cecilia’s friends?]
Alguien discute con su amigo sobre la política y propone una opinión con poco
conocimiento de la actualidad. [Someone discusses politics with a friend and
proposes an opinion with little knowledge about current events.]
2. Capaz la presidenta _______ (creer) en la política actual. [Maybe the president
believes in the current policy.]
Alguien está en una mesa en la que está el capitán del barco y se da cuenta de que
hay una persona en la mesa con la cual no habla para nada. [Someone is at a table at
which the ship’s captain is and realizes that there is a person at the table with whom
he isn’t talking at all.]
3. Capaz el capitán __________ (reconocer) esa persona. [Maybe the captain recognizes
that person.]
Alguien le pide a Chano un favor pero él está muy ocupado. [Someone asks Chano a
favor, but he is very busy.]
4. Capaz él _________ (tener) una hora para hacerlo hoy. [Maybe he’ll have a moment
to do it today.]
Present/C
Alguien espera a su novio que fue a la peluquería y ahora llega a casa. [Someone is
waiting for his boyfriend that went to the hairdresser’s and is now returning home.]
5. Capaz el novio _______ (tener) un corte de pelo nuevo. [Maybe the boyfriend has a
new haircut.]
Alguien busca a su prima y no la encuentra; se acuerda de que normalmente entra
por la otra entrada del edificio. [Someone is looking for his cousin and can’t find
her; he remembers that she normally enters through the other door of the building.]
6. Capaz la prima nos _______ (esperar) en la otra entrada. [Maybe the cousin is
waiting for us at the other entrance.]
Alguien piensa en quién puede hacer un trabajo difícil y su amigo sugiere una
compañera suya la cual es una experta. [Someone is thinking about who could do a
difficult job and her friend suggests a friend of hers that is an expert.]
7. ¿Lo puede hacer? [Can she do it?]
Capaz ella ___________ (lograr) hacerlo. [Maybe she’ll manage to do it.]
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Alguien comenta a su hermano sobre la vereda muy limpia de los vecinos, algo un
poco inusual en ese lugar. [Someone comments to his brother about the very clean
sidewalk of the neighbors, something a bit unusual in that place.]
8. Capaz a los vecinos les ______ (importar) mucho su vereda. [Maybe the neighbors
care a lot about their sidewalk.]
Past/NC
Alguien llega al instituto después de no estar ahí un mes y se pregunta acerca de los
cambios que preparaban. [Someone arrives at the institute after not being there a
month and wonders about the changes.]
9. Capaz la decana ________ (empezar) el nuevo programa hace cuatro semanas.
[Maybe the dean started the new program four weeks ago.]
Alguien habla de un secreto del cual sabía poco salvo unos expertos desconocidos.
[Someone talks about a secret that few knew about except some unknown experts.]
10. Capaz el experto _______ (guardar) el secreto por dos meses. [Maybe the expert kept
the secret for two months.]
Alguien se imagina como era la reina aunque nunca estudió sobre ella. [Someone
imagines how the queen was like though she never studied about her.]
11. Capaz la reina se ________ (preocupar) mucho por su apariencia en esa época.
[Maybe the queen really cared about her appearance at that time.]
Alguien habla del problema difícil que los nuevos diputados intentaban resolver.
[Someone talks about the difficult problem that the new representatives were trying
to solve.]
12. Capaz los diputados ya ________ (resolver) los problemas. [Maybe the
representatives have already resolved the problems.]
Past/C
Alguien sabía que María quería ir a la tienda muy temprano. Ahora son las 11.
[Someone knew that Maria wanted to go to the store very early. Now it´s eleven.]
13. Capaz María ya __________ (ir) a la tienda. [Maybe Maria has already gone to the
store.]
Alguien pregunta por Marco, el cual planeaba visitar a sus abuelos. [Someone asks
about Marco who was planning to visit his grandparents.]
14. ¿Adónde fue Marco? [Where did Marco go?]
Capaz _______ (ir) a visitar a sus abuelos. [Maybe he went to visit his grandparents.]
Alguien habla de las acciones de la policía las cuales los ciudadanos describieron
como severas. [Someone talks about the actions of the police which the citizens
described as severe.]
15. ¿Qué hizo la policía? [What did the police do?]
Capaz la policía _________ (hacer) algo malo. [Maybe the police did something bad.]
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Alguien escuchó un fuerte ruido y las sirenas de unas ambulancias. [Someone heard
a loud noise and some ambulance sirens.]
16. Capaz _________ (haber) un accidente. [Maybe there was an accident.]
Future/NC
Alguien piensa en cómo puede ser el programa espacial dentro de unos años.
[Someone thinks about how the space program could be in a few years.]
17. Capaz nuestros astronautas _______ (ser) los mejores un día. [Maybe our astronauts
will be the best one day.]
Alguien planea una visita no confirmada de un profesor para una conferencia.
[Someone is planning a professor’s non-confirmed visit for a conference.]
18. Capaz él ________ (venir) a la conferencia en enero. [Maybe he’ll come to the
conference in January.]
Alguien habla con su amigo sobre lo que pasa con su auto aunque no habló con el
mecánico. [Someone is talking to her friend about what is going on with her car,
even though she hasn’t spoken with the mechanic.]
19. Capaz el mecánico _______ (poder) arreglar todo para el lunes. [Maybe the mechanic
can fix everything by Monday.]
Alguien habla con el policía sobre una situación y el policía no parece confiado.
[Someone talks with the police about a situation and the police officer doesn’t look
confident.]
20. Capaz las autoridades _______ (encontrar) el auto pronto. [Maybe the authorities will
find the car soon.]
Future/C
Alguien pregunta sobre cuando se traslada una familia. Su amigo responde después
de haber hablado del tema con la familia. [Someone asks about when the family is
moving. His/her friend responds after having spoken about that with the family.]
21. ¿Cuándo se trasladan ellos? [When are they moving?]
Capaz _________ (mudarse) la semana que viene. [Maybe they are moving the
coming week.]
Alguien habla con su padre, hoy, el jueves, sobre el horario de su hermana para
mañana. Ella casi siempre trabaja los viernes. [Someone is talking to his father,
today, Thursday, about his sister’s schedule for tomorrow. She almost always
works on Fridays.]
22. Capaz _________ (trabajar) mi hermana esta noche. [Maybe my sister works
tonight.]
Alguien comenta sobre el horario fijo de Carolina, la gerente de la tienda que suele
trabajar mucho. [Someone comments on the schedule of Carolina, the manager of a
store that tends to work a lot.]
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23. Capaz mañana Carolina ___________ (trabajar) todo el día. [Maybe Carolina will
work all day tomorrow.]
Alguien habla del próximo partido de los niños, lo que normalmente ocurre cada
semana. [Someone talks about the next children’s’ game, which normally occur
every week.]
24. Capaz el niño _________ (jugar) en una semana. [Maybe the child will play in a
week.]
DISTRACTERS
Alguien piensa que a otra persona le falta la verdad. [Someone thinks that another
person is missing the truth.]
25. No cree que ella _______ (saber) la verdad. [He/she doesn’t believe that she knows
the truth.]
Alguien piensa que Marco no fue a la tienda. [Someone thinks that Marco didn’t go
to the store.]
26. Él dice que Marco no _______ (ir) a la tienda hoy. [He says that Marco didn’t go to
the store today.]
Alguien sugiero a su amigo quienes le pueden ayudar. [Someone suggests to his/her
friend who can help him/her.]
27. A lo mejor ellos _________ (tener) lo que necesitamos. [Maybe they have what we
need.]
Alguien habla sobre un accidente muy grave. [Someone talks about a very serious
accident.]
28. Es probable que todos _________ (morir) en el accidente. [It’s probable that
everyone died in the accident.]
Alguien nota que Pancho comprende el alemán aunque nunca lo estudió. [Someone
notes that Pancho understands German even though he never studied it.]
29. Es raro que Pancho lo ___________ (entender). [It’s strange that Pancho understands
it.]
Alguien se pregunta sobre lo que hace Nacho porque le gusta hacer siempre las
mismas actividades. [Someone wonders about what Nacho does because he always
likes to do the same activities.]
30. No sabe si Nacho _________ (probar) algo nuevo. [He/she doesn’t know if Nacho
will try something new.]
Alguien presume las acciones del profesor porque él es predecible. [Someone
presumes the professor’s actions because he is predictable.]
31. Cree que el profesor les __________ (dar) notas perfectas. [He/she believes that the
profesor will give them perfect grades.]
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Alguien se pregunta sobre las vacaciones de una amiga que siempre ocurren en
nuevos lugares. [Someone wonders about a friend’s vacations that always occur in
new places.]
32. Tal vez ella _______ (ir) a Mar del Plata. [Maybe she’s going to Mar del Plata.]
Alguien habla sobre cuándo van a estar listos sus amigos porque tienen una fiesta a
las diez y media. [Someone talks about when their Friends will be ready because
they have a party at ten thirty.]
33. Es importante que ellos _______ (estar) listos para las diez. [It’s important that they
be ready by ten.]
Alguien está preocupado por un incendio en el barrio. [Someone is worried about a
fire in the neighborhood.]
34. Quiere que los bomberos ________ (apagar) el incendio. [He/she wants the
firefighters to put out the fire.]
Alguien comenta en las acciones de unos niños. [Someone comments on the actions
of some children.]
35. Desee que los niños no se ________ (burlar) del extranjero. [He/she wishes that the
kids won’t make fun of the foreigner.]
Alguien describe como están las chicas. [Someone describes how the girls are.]
36. Sabe que las chicas no _________ (hablar) mucho hoy. [He/she knows that the girls
aren’t talking a lot today.]
Este cuestionario es para participantes que no tienen mucho conocimiento formal de la
lingüística así que los instructores/estudiantes de la lingüística no pueden hacerlo. Gracias
igual por querer participar. [This questionnaire is for participants that do not have much
formal knowledge of linguistics, so instructors/students of linguistics cannot do it. Thank
you all the same for wanting to participate.]
Muchas gracias por completar este cuestionario. Su participación ayudará mucho este
proyecto para informar a otros sobre la lengua castellana de Argentina. [Thank you very
much for completing this questionnaire. Your participation will greatly help inform
others about Argentine Spanish.]
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